PRIVATE PLACES

Gardens are a place of refuge—a place where one can read, meditate, and relax. In this exhibition, private gardens become the visible expression of the individual cultivating them in private spaces that are separate and apart from the larger society.

ROOFTOP: THE RISE OF LIVING ARCHITECTURE

Green roofs are part of a vision of creative urban pioneers who are helping to insulate and protect buildings while the plants that cover them replenish the atmosphere. This exhibition documents green roofs by recording the beauty and value of these additions to architecture and the urban landscape.

January 2012 through April 2012

Meet & Greet Brad Temkin, Monday, February 13, 2012 in the 4th floor atrium of the Law College Building starting at 5:00pm. Brad Temkin will be discussing his photography and these two exhibitions at a public forum on Monday, February 13, 2012 at 6:00pm in room 473 of the Law College.

This exhibition is co-sponsored by Michigan State University College of Law; MSU School of Journalism; The Media Sandbox: the Integrated Media Arts Program, College of Communication Arts and Sciences; and the MSU Department of Art & Art History.